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business operations.  That said, however, IT has no business authority on any matters, and only 

exists to support the business units. 

Each unit relies on the IT department to perform their functions; however, it is clear that After 

Sales works most closely with the IT department initially, due to the dealer management systems 

regarding service.  

Audi AG has yet to determine a standard set of software that can be identified as best practice, 

but as they are rolling out more subsidiaries over time, they are experimenting with group-wide 

software, and in many ways Audi Taiwan is playing the role of guinea pig.  Learning from these 

rollout experiences, Taiwan has the unique opportunity to affect the standard Audi way of rolling 

out subsidiaries and setting best practices. 

6. Rollout 
 
The Audi Taiwan rollout is still underway, so there is still more of the process that has yet to be 

finished.  In the end Taiwan represented a big enough of a market to enter as a subsidiary, and yet 

small enough volume where it represented an opportunity to test best practices.  Audi Taiwan’s 

entrance into the market changed the dynamic of the premium car segment; as Audi tries to 

invest and expand into this market; in fact this market is clearly shrinking. 
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Total Passenger Car Sales in Taiwan 

The main advantage Audi Taiwan has in this type of situation is that they are not a large importer 

with ingrained poor habits.  This was a reason why Taikoo Motors was ultimately was not chosen 

to be a business partner for Audi Taiwan when it was decided to go ahead and enter the local 

market.  By accepting their bid to be a dealer, and then by adopting their practices, it would be 

signaling to the community that in fact it was the same brand with a different name; but Audi 

wanted to differentiate themselves from the image of the distributor, and decidedly ended the 

relationship, much to Taikoo’s chagrin. 

Audi Taiwan will also invest into the community, creating jobs and opportunities numbering in 

the hundreds, not only with the subsidiary company, but also creating a community of Audi 

dealerships and thus creating jobs and stimulating economic activity.  This benefits Taiwan as 

well as the people, as it will serve to raise the overall commerce activity, however, slightly. 

The five core principles, exemplified by the 5 separate departments within Audi Taiwan serve as 
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a guideline to the business operation of the Brand, and it is to be seen whether their aggressive 

and optimism can overcome the obstacles of entering a market that has both strong competition 

and a shrinking margin.  However, it is the strength and leadership of the team that will prove to 

be the divining rod, leading the brand to success in this market. 

7. Conclusion and looking forward 
 
Going forward, Audi Taiwan has some distance to cover before it can overtake their closest rival, 

BMW.  Audi’s biggest advantage globally has been that during the 2008 financial crisis, it had 

been restructuring in South America and doing so created a dearth of cash on hand.  Normally a 

detriment, this proved to be a boon when the credit markets turned sour in 2008, and placed Audi 

in a financially strong position globally. 

What this translates to for Audi Taiwan is that spending and expansion can occur without the 

threat of cutting off resources at their disposal.  Clearly Audi and the whole Volkswagen Group 

have noted this situation as an opportunity to make up the ground, and have pushed out new 

models this past year, including the Audi Q5, Audi A7 and others, while remodeling the whole 

line for a new sleeker look.  This is all during a year where most brands are downsizing and 

freezing expansions.  Audi Taiwan plans to capitalize on this shrinking market by expanding into 

it, and take advantage of the bottom when it occurs to grow with the market.  The Managing 

Director commented that while he could not predict the end of the crisis, it was a faith in the 

government and its foresight that lead him to believe that the market would be a financially 

sound investment . 

Expansion and founding is not without its difficulties, of course, and one of the hugest hurdles 

that Audi Taiwan has to overcome is their lack of best practice methods.  Taking over from their 




